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We report the observation of electric field induced random lasing in a dye doped liquid crystal system. This was
achieved by using a liquid crystal host with negative dielectric anisotropy doped with laser dye PM 597 in a 75 μm
cell with a homeotropic alignment layer. In the absence of an applied field, only amplified spontaneous emission
was observed since the liquid crystal orientation was uniform. However, application of a field resulted in a field-
induced planar-like configuration with local nonuniformity in liquid crystal orientation. This led to random lasing
in the energized state (voltage greater than a transition threshold). The onset of lasing occurs by application of
either a spatially homogenous or a spatially inhomogeneous electric field across the liquid crystal. The character-
istics of the emission spectra as a function of different (i) dye concentration and (ii) applied voltage were inves-
tigated using nanosecond pulsed laser excitation at 532 nm. The effects of using an inhomogeneous field were
compared to the use of a homogenous field and reported. It is shown that the spatial configuration can be used
to alter the emission spectra of the system. The work is used to suggest a new configuration, referred to here as
“reverse mode,” for liquid crystal-based random lasers. This new configuration may provide additional avenues
for their use in commercial devices. © 2016 Chinese Laser Press

OCIS codes: (160.3380) Laser materials; (160.3710) Liquid crystals.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.4.000007

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a continued interest in lasing in dye doped liquid crys-
tals (DDLCs) based on prospects for building compact, all-
organic, tunable mirrorless lasers, with potential applications
ranging from miniature spectroscopic and medical tools to
large area holographic laser displays. Broadly, DDLCs are cat-
egorized into (i) band edge cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC)
lasers [1,2] and (ii) random lasers (RLs) [3,4], with significant
scientific work on the mechanism of their operation presented
in the literature [1–11]. In both cases, important aspects re-
main to be addressed before technological applications can
be realized. For CLC lasing, a number of media and pulse
widths have been observed [1,2,7]. They can provide low
threshold, single mode lasing at specific wavelengths.
They are ideally suited for seed lasing. Their use for high
power emission is limited and is still under investigation.
Conversely, for DDLC RLs, control of emission bandwidth
and onset of lasing remain a challenge. In particular, random
lasing in a variety of liquid crystal systems, including Polymer
Dispersed Liquid Crystals and planar with both positive and
negative Δε hosts, have been studied. Furthermore, observa-
tions on electrically controlled RL in dye doped nematic liquid
crystals (NLCs) have been reported in the literature [10]. In all
the previous work, application of the electric field is used to
eliminate the laser action by decreasing the absorption and
the spontaneous emitted fluorescence of the dye. These sys-
tems are referred to as “normal mode” since they are utilizing

the liquid crystal operation in the most common manner. It is
important to note that in many technological applications, it is
more desirable to use external stimuli to induce laser action
when needed. Therefore, in this paper, we present a configu-
ration that can provide a “reverse mode” operation of guest-
host-based RLs.

To achieve this, we use a liquid crystal host with negative
dielectric anisotropy, doped with a positive dichroic laser
dye, in a homeotropic aligned cell. Application of sufficient
voltage (V th) across the cell results in a field-induced planar
configuration, with the liquid crystal + dye mixture molecules
oriented parallel to the rubbing direction. However, due to in-
herent degeneracy in the system combined with low anchor-
ing at the surfaces, the planar configuration will contain local
nonuniformity in the liquid crystal orientation. This nonuni-
formity acts as scattering sites. A delicate balance is estab-
lished between the field induced gain/loss mechanisms in
our samples, which results in random lasing when pumped
with a nanosecond excitation laser.

We have further explored the use of homogenous versus
nonhomogenous fields on the lasing characteristics of the sys-
tem. The experimental results suggest that the lasing charac-
teristics (threshold, intensity, and wavelength) of the RLs can
be modulated by the pattern of the applied field in addition to
increasing the applied voltage and optimizing the dye concen-
tration of the liquid crystal mixture.
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2. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our systems consist of a Host G NLC, Jiangsu Hecheng
Chemical Material Company (stable between −40°C and 110°C,
with birefringence of 0.15 and negative dielectric anisotropy of
−5), doped with 0.2, 0.5, and 1 wt. % of pyrromethene 597 dye
(PM597, Exciton). At the doping level, the dyes were verified to
be completely miscible.

The dyes exhibited dichroism in their absorption when
viewed under polarized microscopy. To determine their order
parameter, we measure their dichroism using polarization
spectroscopy. A single cell with twin chambers was con-
structed using two glass substrates coated with a rubbed pla-
nar alignment layer. Glass spacers mixed with a UV-epoxy
provided cell thicknesses ≈12 μm. The cells were capillarity
filled with pure host G, on one side of the cell, and with dye
doped mixture (Host G� 0.2 wt:% PM597) in the other side.
Observing the samples under a polarized microscope showed
an average planar alignment, with the optical axis situated in
the plane of the cell, parallel to the rubbing direction, sug-
gesting a positive dichroism by the dye. Figure 1(a) shows
the physical samples used and the absorption spectra as a
function of input polarization of light. The ratio between
the absorption coefficients of the dye for the two orthogonal
directions, the dichroic ratio (DR), was determined using po-
larized input light. The order parameter, S, was determined
from this, using a known relationship with the DR,
S � �DR − 1∕DR� 2�, to be S � 0.48� 0.01.

The RL experiments were carried out in liquid crystal cells
consisting of two parallel indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass

as substrate. A 2 mm diameter circle of ITO was etched in the
middle of the substrate to allow for inhomogeneous field ex-
periments. Each substrate was then coated with ∼1000 A of
polyimide layer Nissan SE-1211 (Nissan Chemical Industries),
which induces a homeotropic alignment to the liquid crystal.
The coating was performed using the spin-coating technique
at 500 rpm for 10 s and then at 2000 rpm for 20 s. The
substrates were prebaked at 100°C for 3 min, to evaporate sol-
vents, and then baked at 190°C for 30 min to complete imid-
ization, as prescribed by the manufacturer. The substrates
were rubbed in an antiparallel configuration. This rubbing im-
parts a small pretilt of 1°–2° from vertical to the liquid crystal
in the unenergized state. The anchoring and pretilt are not suf-
ficient to impart a uniform direction upon application of volt-
age. The substrates were assembled into cells using 75 μm
mylar as spacers and glued. The cells were capillary filled with
the flow direction along the rubbing direction. The samples
were observed under a polarized microscope and showed
homeotropic alignment.

For the optical and spectroscopic characterization of
our DDLC samples, different configurations of our basic ex-
perimental setup [Fig. 1(b)] were employed. For excitation
source, three light source were used: (i) an Ocean Optics
LS-1 tungsten halogen lamp (for the order parameter determi-
nation), (ii) an air cooled Ar CW laser, Ion Laser Technology
model 5405 A (for the light transmission versus voltage experi-
ments at 477 nm), and (iii) either a tunable pulsed Optical
Parametric Oscillator Nd:YAG laser, Opolette 355II + UV
(OPOTEK Inc.), with 5 ns pulse duration, or a frequency
doubled coherent Nd:YAG laser, with 8 ns pulses at λ �
532 nm (for the RL experiments). In all the optical experi-
ments, p-polarization of the input light was used, that is, par-
allel to the plane of incidence. For detection, three systems
were used: (i) an Ocean Optics HR2000 spectrometer (with
<1 nm spectral resolution) or a Jobin Yvon-Spex TRIAX
550 spectrometer fitted with an i-Spectrum ONE intensified
CCD detector operated in the continuous mode for the RL ex-
periments (SP1) and for the order parameter determination
[SP2 detectors in Fig. 1(b)]; (ii) a Newport Research Power
Meter model 815 used for the light transmission versus voltage
experiments at 477 nm (PM2), and (iii) a Molectron Optimum
4001 energy meter or a RJ-7620 energy radiometer, Laser
Precision (PM1 and PM2, respectively), used to measure the
pulse input laser energy at 532 nm, in the RL experiments. In
our experimental setup [Fig. 1(b)] the polarizer (P), the beam
splitter (BS), and the focusing lens,(L; 20 cm focal length)
yielded a beam waist at the sample of ∼200 μm and are
common in all the configurations of the experimental setup.
The sample for random lasing was reoriented [to position B,
Fig. 1(b)] for RL experiments to help with data acquisition.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. V < Vth State (Off State)
For the RL experiments, the homeotropic samples were set, in
position B, with the rubbing direction parallel to the plane in-
cidence. The light excitation with p-polarization was incident
at ∼10° from normal to the cell. A multichannel CCD spec-
trometer with a fiber termination was used to capture the
emission spectra [SP1, Fig. 1(b)], and the applied voltage
was controlled with a power supply. Figure 2(a) shows the
characteristic emission band observed from sample AMI-1

Fig. 1. (a) Polarized absorption band of PM597 in Host G NLC. The
twin planar liquid crystals cells are rubbed in the direction indicated
with the arrow (R, inset). The relative orientation of the sample with
respect to the polarization of the incident light (Elight) has been iden-
tified as follows: P, rubbing direction; R, parallel to the incident elec-
tric field; and PP, rubbing direction perpendicular to the incident
electric field. (b) Experimental setup. Configurations A and B are de-
fined by the light source, the sample position. and the detector em-
ployed in each case, as described in the text. The linear polarizer (P),
the beam splitter (BS), and the focusing lens (L) are common to all
configurations.
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(Host G� 0.5 wt:% PM597) under CW (black dotted line) and
pulsed laser excitation (continuous red line) in the voltage
off state (V � 0 V). At low excitation powers, the sample
emission is characterized by a broad emission band with full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) ≈50 nm, and a maximum at
λMAX-Fluor ≈ 577 nm. These observations are in good agree-
ment with previous characterizations of the fluorescence as-
sociated with PM597 in liquid crystals [5] and is attributed to
the spontaneous transition from the first excited state S1 to
the ground state S0. As the pump power is increased under
pulsed laser excitation of the sample, the emission band nar-
rows to an FWHM ≈5 nm [Fig. 2(b)]. Due to ground state ab-
sorption, there is a redshift between the maximum, λMAX-ASE,
of the narrow stimulated emission observed at ≈587 nm, as
compared with λMAX-Fluor of the peak fluorescence emission
of the samples at low input powers [Fig. 2(a)].

Previous reports in systems with PM597 laser dye dissolved
in NLCs, with negative dielectric anisotropy, indicate that in
cells with planar alignment, RL modes are the main character-
istic of the emission spectra for pump energies above a certain
threshold [11]. However, as shown in the data portrayed in
Fig. 2, in the homeotropic liquid crystal cell configuration
there is a predominantly linear enhancement of the output in-
tensity, owing to preferential amplification at frequencies
close to the maximum of the gain spectrum. In other words,
at these pump levels, and with no applied voltage (V � 0),
no clear threshold, coherent directional emission, or laser
modes are observed or present in the emission of our samples.
These observations constitute an important difference with
respect the data reported in the literature [11] and are due
to a poor balance between gain/loss ratio in the off state of
our AMI-1 systems. This situation remains unchanged for
voltages below V th.

B. V > Vth (On State)
1. Homogeneous Electric Field
In this section, we explore the application of a homogenous
electric field across the cell. As the applied voltage increases
above the threshold voltage for Fréedericksz transition,
the liquid crystals reorient in response to the field
[Figs. 3(a)–3(c)].

In liquid crystals with negative dielectric anisotropy (−Δε),
as in the case at hand, the molecules undergo elastic deforma-
tion to align perpendicular to the applied field direction and
to minimize the Gibbs free energy of the system. This defor-
mation is characterized by the “tilt angle,” θ�z�, of the director
measured relative to the plane of the glass substrates. In our
case, the initial value of θ�z� ≈ 90° in the off state will deviate
once V > V th. This can be visually observed between cross
polarizers, as shown in Fig. 3. At voltages below V th, the liquid
crystal orientation has little effect on normally incident light
polarization, and as such, little light leakage occurs in cross
polarization geometry [Fig. 3(a)].

At V > V th � 1.8 V (V th � threshold voltage), the tilt angle
of NLC molecules is larger near the substrates and has a mini-
mum at the center of the cell, where the liquid crystal mixture
has the tendency to be oriented parallel to the plane of the
glass substrates (absorptive mode). This molecular reorienta-
tion induces a phase retardation Δγ and allows some of the
incident light to traverse the second polarizer. In switching
the cell to the on state, topological defects will also appear
as a consequence of going from homeotropic to homogeneous
symmetry. The relaxation time τrel, depends on the applied
electric field, the specific characteristics of the host, and

Fig. 2. (a) Characteristic emission band observed from sample AMI-1
(Host G� 0.5 wt:% PM597) under CW (black dotted line) and with
pulsed (≈0.55 mJ∕pulse) laser excitation (continuous red line) at
532 nm in the off state at V � 0 V. (b) FWHM and emission intensity
(inset) versus pump energy for the ASE.

Fig. 3. Light transmission of sample AMI-1 between crossed polar-
izers (a) at V � 0, (b) after 1 min at V � 16 V, and (c) after 20 min
at V � 16 V. (d) Absorbance (at λex � 477 nm) versus voltage.
(e) Emission spectra and light intensity at 578 nm (inset) versus volt-
age. The results presented in (d) and (e) correspond to experiments
that were performed in our samples after 20 min at the applied voltage
indicated in the figure.
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the geometry of the cell. In our cells, the relaxation time of
the defects induced by the electric field was observed to
be τrel ≥ 20 min , when the voltage was in the 4 < V < 16 V
range [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Therefore all our observations
of the effects of the electric field on the optical properties
of our samples were always investigated at t ≥ 20 min . At
V > V th, the reoriented molecules (NLC + PM597) are respon-
sible for enhancing the light absorbance within the absorption
band of the laser dye [Fig. 3(d)].

The effects of the electric field on the optical response
and spectroscopic characteristics of the emission spectra of
our sample AMI-1 were analyzed at different voltages.
Figure 3(e) shows the emission spectra of sample AMI-1, under
constant input laser excitation of≈500 μJ∕pulse at 532 nm, as a
function of the applied voltage. At low voltage (V ≤ 4V th), the
emission spectra show the same narrow emission band of the
PM597 dye previously observed in the off state of our samples
[Fig. 2(a)]. Upon increasing the applied voltage (at constant in-
put power laser excitation), a slight blueshift in the peak emis-
sionwas observed, similar to the one reported for the amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) in NLCs doped with pyrrome-
thene dyes [12]. At V ≥ 6V th, discrete sharp peaks emerge at
the blue tail of the emission band, and a bright and directional
orange spot (typical of RL systems) appears on the background
screen. The intensity of these sharp peaks changes as a func-
tion of the applied voltage [Fig. 3(e)]. From the data portrayed
in this figure a small redshift (Δλ ≤ 1 nm) is observed in the
wavelength of the maximum peak emissions (λRL ≈ 577 and
578 nm at V � 12 and 16 V, respectively) while their line width
(FWHM < 1 nm) do not alter. The location and width of the
emission are in good agreement with previous reports of the
random lasing in planar liquid crystal cells that are filled with
mixtures of NLCs with negative dielectric anisotropy and
PM597 laser dye [11]. All these results, combined with data re-
ported in the literature [11], suggest that the discrete spectral
modes shown in Fig. 3(e) result from spatial resonances in the
liquid crystal mixture, and that such resonances are related to
the texture of the liquid crystal mixture AMI-1 in the on state at
different AC voltage. As in previous reports, the basic mecha-
nism for RL is coherent backscattering [3,11,13–17], expected
to be strongly influenced by gain. The inset in Fig. 3(e) shows
the results, at a constant applied voltage of V � 16 V, of the
variation of the peak intensity at 578 nm (RL) as a function
of the input laser energy. Along with a nonlinear increase with
increasing the pumped energy, the presence of a clear energy
threshold (Eth ∼ 420 μJ∕pulse) confirm the presence of ran-
dom lasing emission. The lasing threshold value estimated
from Fig. 3(e) for the onset of the RL emission in our sample
AMI-1 is higher than theone reported in the literature for planar
liquid crystal cells filled with a similar mixture of an NLC with
Δε � −5, and 0.5 wt. % PM597 [11]. It is interesting to note that
the sample shows ASE in addition to the modes, which indi-
cates that the system is not optimized for best gain/loss ratio.

To better optimize the system, the effect of the dye concen-
tration on the RL characteristics of our liquid crystal mixtures
was investigated. Two additional samples with lower and
higher wt. % of PM597 in Host G were prepared, namely
AMI-2 and AMI-3. The emission spectra of AMI-2 (Host
G� 0.2 wt:% PM597) at V � 0 follows a similar trend (line
narrowing and linear increase of the ASE as a function of
the input energy) as the one observed before for sample

AMI-1 (Fig. 2). However, as opposed to the previous concen-
tration, the ASE → RL conversion in AMI-2 occurs at V ≥ 4 V,
as is shown in Fig. 4(a) (continuous red line). Furthermore,
ASE is absent in the emission (λmax ∼ 572 nm) of AM-2 in
the on state.

For comparison, Fig. 4(a) shows the off and on emission
spectra of sample AMI-2, under a constant laser excitation
of 0.2 mJ∕pulse, at 532 nm. In the V > V th case, the field in-
duced absorption of the dye improves the gain/loss ratio in
sample AMI-2, and a reduction of the lasing threshold was ob-
served. This reduction increases as a function of the applied
electric field [Fig. 4(b)].

At higher dye concentrations, evidence of electrically con-
trolled RL in sample AMI-3 (Host G� 1.0 wt:% PM597) was
also observed. For the sample AMI-3 in the V < V th case,
ASE emission was detected, while in the V > V th case the op-
tical response of the sample as a function of the input power
showed characteristics similar to the sample AMI-1 [Fig. 3(e)].
Looking at the effect of the applied electric field on the lasing
characteristics of the samples AMI-1, AMI-2, and AMI-3 under
the experimental conditions presented here we observed that,
in general, (i) RL emission occurs only after V > V th; (ii) the
RL threshold decreases as a function of the applied electric
field, and (iii) at fixed voltage, the RL threshold increases with
the dye concentration in our samples (Fig. 4, inset). These re-
sults are consistent with the basic mechanism for RL gener-
ation. It is well known that the important parameter which
affects the lasing threshold is the transport mean free path,
l, defined as the distance a photon travels before its direction
is randomized [16,17]. The light-scattering cross sections,
which originate from local director fluctuations [18], depend
on the relative orientation between the light polarization and

Fig. 4. (a) Emission spectra of the sample AMI-2 under pulsed laser
of 0.2 mJ∕pulse at 0 V (pink line) and 4 V (red line). (b) RL threshold
versus voltage in sample AMI-2, and lasing threshold versus the dye
concentration in samples AMI-1, AMI-2, and AMI-3 (inset) at V � 16 V.
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the liquid crystal director. As a result, the magnitude of l can
be controlled directly by the amplitude of the applied electric
field as the sample passes through different scattering states.
The RL is the result of the weak localization of the fluorescent
photons due to the random multiscattering and gain in an ac-
tive medium [4,10,11,13–17]. To the best of our knowledge, all
these results represent the first report of electrically con-
trolled off �homeotropic� → on�planar� RL based on a liquid
crystal host material with negative dielectric anisotropy.

2. Inhomogeneous Electric Field
In the previous experiments, the applied electric field had lit-
tle spatial variation. On the other hand, the reorientation ef-
fect of nematic molecules in an inhomogeneous electric field
is expected to create additional features by presenting a two
dimensional reorientation of liquid crystal and dye molecules.

To study this effect, we used the etched substrates de-
scribed above to create a radially varying electric field in
the cell. This configuration has been used extensively by
groups interested in liquid crystal lensing [19,20]. In this con-
figuration, the etching creates a fringing field in the cell that is
used to impart a phase, ΔΦ, to propagating light. To produce
this modulation in ΔΦ with a liquid crystal layer of uniform
thickness, it is essential to design an electrode system capable
of creating an axially symmetric and spatially inhomogeneous
electric field. The desired electric field distribution can be
formed, in its simplest approach, by using electrodes in the
glass liquid crystal cells, with circular holes [Figs. 5(a) and
5(b)]. This configuration has been extensively studied for
microlens arrays [21].

Our hole pattern liquid crystal cells were designed to have,
on the electrode of one of the substrates, an etched (no ITO)
circle with a diameter of 2 mm. The second substrate had an
electrode that was continuous (no etching). As in the previous
cases (samples AMI-1–3), both substrates were then coated
with a homeotropic alignment layer (polyimide 1211) every-
where, rubbed and filled with a mixture of Host G NLC doped
with PM597 laser dye (0.2 wt. %, sample AMI-4). The cell thick-
ness was kept at 75 μm.

Two regions, R1 and R2, may be identified in our hole
pattern liquid crystal cells. The region R1 corresponds to
the volume of the cell where the applied electric field is

perpendicular to the plane of the glass substrates (homo-
geneous electric field region), and the hole region R2 to the
volume where the fringing field is stronger at the edge of the
opening and decreases gradually from the edge to the center
of the hole area [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)].

Since the LC possesses negative dielectric anisotropy, the
nematic molecules tend to reorient depending on the field
strength. As a result, a radially symmetric refractive index
distribution is formed as the voltage is gradually increased.
Inside of R2 [Fig. 5(b)], the radial reorientation of the liquid
crystal molecules is appreciable, and a number of interference
rings are observed in the microscope with crossed polarizers at
V � 16 V. In Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), the center of R2 looks dark,
and the phase profile (ΔΦ) has a plateau, due to the homeotro-
pic alignment of the molecules in the liquid crystal mixture [21].

The emission spectrum of the sample AMI-4 under pulsed
laser excitation at 532 nm shows that in the V < V th regime,
the only observed emission is the characteristic ASE
[Fig. 5(d), black dotted line]. The absorption of the dye mol-
ecules and the gain in the system has a minimum in this con-
figuration and hence only ASE (5 nm FWHM) was detected,
peaking at 587 nm. This is expected since in the absence of a
field, the two systems (homogenous, R1, and inhomogenous,
R2) are identical. However, in the V > V th state of the sample
AMI-4 at V � 16 V, the RL emission from R2 was observed to
have significantly different spectral characteristics compared
to the homogenous field region (R1) at constant input power
[Fig. 5(d)]. When a voltage of 16 V is applied to the cell, the LC
molecules in R1 are expected to be planar, similar to the sam-
ple AMI-2. And as expected, the lasing characteristics of this
region are similar to those of the sample AMI-2 (on state) and
show various random lasing modes, with the maximum lasing
intensity at 572 nm. In Fig. 5(d) (inset), the green light corre-
sponds to the transmitted pump beam at 532 nm, and the yel-
low light is associated with the RL signal. The output RL
emission is highly directional, and the detector needs to be
placed perpendicular to the liquid crystal cell to obtain the
signal. The RL emission coming out from the hole region
R2 presents, on the other hand, a distinct redshift in the wave-
length. This difference is the result of the difference between
scattering efficiency associated with the different liquid crys-
tal orientations in these two regions of the cell [Fig. 5(d), con-
tinuous red line]. As mentioned before, diffusive lasing occurs
in dye doped nematics by recurrent light scattering, and the
lasing frequencies are determined by the phase relationship
between counterpropagating scattered light waves [3,11]. In
general, the maximum of the RL emission is determined by
interference effects that introduce coherence and feedback,
leading to lasing action [3,11]. The redshift observed in the
laser emission from region R2, compared with the one coming
out from region R1, may broadly be attributed to differences
in the interference effects occurring in these two regions.
Currently, experiments are being conducted in our laboratory
in order to investigate this phenomenon and if possible use it
as a means of wavelength selectivity in an RL system.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We observed and characterized a new configuration for elec-
trically controlled RL action. We studied the effect in uniform
and hole pattern liquid crystal cells filled with a new dye–NLC
composite. Experimental results show that the amplitude of

Fig. 5. Crossed polarizers transmission observed in sample AMI-4
at (a) V � 0 and (b) V � 16 V. (c) Phase-lag profile at V � 16 V.
(d) Emission spectra (λex � 532 nm, 8 ns pulse width, and ∼500 μJ∕
pulse) in the off state (black) and in the on state at V � 16 V (R1, pink
dotted line; R2, red continuous line). A black mask was employed
[(d), inset], to ensure the input laser excitation on region R2.
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externally applied voltage and dye concentration can control
the lasing intensities of the generated RLs and their energy
thresholds. Light phase modulation induced by inhomo-
geneous electric fields resulted in a redshift of the RL emis-
sion observed in our hole pattern liquid crystal cells.
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